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FOLLOW THE STAR

One of the most beautiful of our Christmas symbols is that of
the three Wise Men following the Bethlehem star. Of course it is not
really a Christmas symbol at all for the Magi did not arrive at the
manger until 12 days after Jesus was born. Nevertheless, we associate
the story with Christmas and it is a lovely and significant part of
our Advent celebration.

No one knows for sure what the Christmas Star was. In the year
7 B.C. there was a close conjunction of the planets Jupiter and Saturn
which would have made them appear to be an extremely bright object
in the sky. Earlier, in 12 B.C., Halley's Comet had appeared. There
is also a possibility that it might have been a nova, i.e. a star
which suddenly and tremendously increases its light and energy output.
But, as I say, no one knows and the whole story about the star is an
isolated fragment found only in the Gospel of Matthew.

If one thinks about it he will undoubtedly conclude that this
story does enshrine a fundamental truth. As the Magi were irresis-
tably drawn toward the manger over which the star hung, so has
humanity through the centuries continually been drawn by the life
and teachings of the man who was born in that humble manger, in that
poor old country of Palestine, so many, many years ago, and whom the
v/orld knovjs as Jesus the Christ. The Wise Men were drawn by the Star,
the shepherds by the singing of angels. In many ways and in all
times, men and women have been drawn to the worship of him upon whom
the Star of Bethlehem shined that night.

The star is a very fitting and appropriate symbol for it fills
us with a sense of wonder and of awe at this tremendous event that was

to mold and shape the whole future course of mankind, an event which
many believe cradled all of the hope which mankind possesses. It
does not take much persuasion to convince us that perhaps nature
itself could indeed not be unmoved by this stupendous event which then
was taking place.

II

Several years ago I read of a v/oman who at the last moment
bought a box of identical Christmas cards and not even looking at the
message printed on them, sent them to friends and acquaintances who
had already sent her a card. Some days after Christmas when she had
a little more time she picked up one of the cards she had sent, and
to her chagrin found that it said, "This little card is just to say
a gift you'll love Is on the way'1.








